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ST2

The ST2 is available in Sport and Comfort versions. In the Sport version, 
you have the choice of a 22, 20 or 17-inch frame. The Comfort version 
with its 17-inch frame has a lower top tube for ease of climbing on and 
off. Both versions are equipped with 20-speed Shimano gears.  

The ST2 is available in high-gloss white or matt black, and fi tted with 
an elegant City Kit tailored specially to the requirements of Stromer 
riders. For example, the alloy fenders and carrier specifi cally match the 
design of the Stromer. The individually adapted Supernova headlight 
with a maximum light intensity of 1,250 lumens and the effi cient rear 
light are integrated elegantly into the bike, to make sure other road 
users spot you.

MOTOR
The SYNO drive motor is a brushless, direct-current motor integrated 
into the rear hub of the ST2. Because industrial-grade ball bearings 
are the only mechanical contact, the system runs incredibly quietly, 
hugely effi ciently and requires virtually no maintenance. 500 watts of 
motor power at a torque of 35 Newton-meters will have you fl ying up 
even the steepest of ascents.

BATTERY
The ST2 will get you further than you imagine on its 48 V battery with 
lithium-ion cells. Integrated discreetly in the down tube, the power 
pack has a capacity of up to 983 watt-hours, enough for a range of up 
to 180 km. The battery is incredibly easy to charge, either directly in 
the frame or externally, using a separate charger. 

CARBON FORK
The carbon fork of the ST2 also perfectly blends driving control and 
driving comfort. This sophisticated material is not only extremely light, 
but also strong. The fork effortlessly absorbs impact and vibrations, 
making even the bumpiest of roads comfortable to ride along.

TIRES
As the elements that connect the bike to the road, perfect tires are 
crucial to both driving safety and driving comfort. That is why Stromer 
commissioned the development of tires with special characteristics for 
the ST2. As a Stromer driver, you can look forward to exceptionally good 
shock absorption, outstanding grip and integrated puncture protection.
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ST2 S

The ST2 S with subtle gray finish is available with a 17, 20 or 22-inch 
sport frame. Its equipment is worthy of a premium model: powered 
by the dynamic SYNO drive motor and the biggest and most powerful 
battery on the e-bike market, with a 983 watt-hour capacity, the ST2 S 
allows a distinctively sporty form of riding. 

For maximum ease of gear changing in any situation, it is fitted with 
the electronic Shimano XTR Di2 with its eleven gears that can be 
selected at the push of a button. 
Regardless of the time of day or weather conditions, the 1,250-lumen 
Supernova lighting integrated elegantly into the design assures you of 
an excellent view with day light, high beam and low beam. 

The special Continental Top Contact II tires, too, combine efficiency 
with comfort. Despite their low weight, they reliably absorb jolts and 
vibration without compromising on rolling resistance.
Other advantages that benefit the efficiency and therefore range of 
your Stromer are the lightweight DT Swiss wheels – the key to an even 
more dynamic drive. And bringing the bike to a stop effectively, even 
from high speeds, is never a problem with the Magura MT5 brakes. 

The ST2 S is the obvious athlete among Stromer e-bikes, thanks to its 
very high-performance equipment. You too can discover an exclusive 
caliber of driving comfort with a sporty slant, while feeling in control 
and at ease in every situation and at every speed.
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FRAME COLORS

FORK Stromer ST1 carbon fork Stromer ST1 carbon fork Stromer ST1 carbon fork Stromer ST2 carbon fork Stromer ST2 carbon fork

BRAKES Tektro Dorado Tektro Dorado HD-E715 Tektro Dorado Magura MT Next e / MT4 Magura MT Next e / MT5

GEARSHIFT Shimano, 27-gear Shimano XT | Schlumpf Speed Drive | 18-gear Shimano XT | Schlumpf Speed Drive | 18-gear Shimano | 20-gear Shimano XTR Di2 | 11-gear

CRANK 50x39x30T Schlumpf | Speed Drive 30T Schlumpf | Speed Drive 32T FSA 52X36T FSA | 52T

REAR COGS 11–32T | 9-Speed 11–32T | 9-Speed 11–32T | 9-Speed Shimano 11–34T Shimano 11–40T

HEADLIGHT B+M Lumotec IQ Fly Supernova | E3 E-Bike Supernova | E3 E-Bike Stromer custom Supernova Supernova

REAR LIGHT B+M Toplight mini B+M Toplight mini B+M Toplight mini Busch+Müller Toplight Mini Supernova

DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHT – – – integrated Stromer daytime running light integrated Stromer daytime running light

FENDERS Stromer custom aluminum Stromer custom aluminum Stromer custom aluminum Stromer custom aluminum Stromer custom aluminum

CARRIERS Stromer custom Racktime Stromer custom Racktime Sytsem – Stromer custom Racktime System –

TIRES Stromer custom Schwalbe Big Ben 26X2.15 Stromer custom Schwalbe Big Ben 26x2.15 Continental Top Contact II | 26x2.0 Stromer custom Schwalbe Big Ben 26x2.15 Continental Top Contact II | 26x2.0

SADDLE Stromer custom Comfort Stromer custom Comfort Stromer custom Sport Stromer custom | Sport/Comfort Stromer custom Sport

MOTOR POWER 48* POWER 48* POWER 48* SYNO Drive* SYNO Drive*

   SUPPORTED SPEED    up to 45 km/h    up to 45 km/h    up to 45 km/h    up to 45 km/h    up to 45 km/h

   OUTPUT    500 W    500 W    500 W    500 W    500 W

   TORQUE    30 Nm    30 Nm    30 Nm    35 Nm    35 Nm

   RANGE    40–80 km    40–80 km    40–80 km    60–150 km    70–180 km    70–180 km

BATTERY ST522 ST522 ST522 ST814 ST983 (optional) ST983

   ENERGY    522 Wh    522 Wh    522 Wh    814 Wh 983 Wh    983 Wh

   VOLTAGE    36 V    36 V    36 V    48 V    48 V    48 V

   WEIGHT    3 kg    3 kg    3 kg    5 kg    5 kg    5 kg

FRAME SIZE    < 178 cm = Comfort 17”    < 178 cm = Sport 17”       < 178 cm = Sport 17”       < 178 cm = Sport 17”    < 178 cm = Comfort 17”   < 178 cm = Sport 17”     < 178 cm = Sport 17”

   > 175 cm = Sport 20”       > 175 cm = Sport 20”       > 175 cm = Sport 20”   175–188 cm = Sport 20”     175–188 cm = Sport 20”

  > 185 cm = Sport 22”     > 185 cm = Sport 22”

PRODUCT MATRIX

* may require insurance and a license plate, depending on country


